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Abstract—Visual secret sharing (VSS) was proposed by Naor and Shamir in 1995. Visual secret sharing schemes encode a secret image into two or more share images, and single share image can’t obtain any information about the secret image. When superimposes the shares, it can restore the secret by human vision. Due to the traditional VSS have some problems like pixel expansion and the cost of sophisticated. And this method only can encode one secret image. The schemes of encrypting more secret images by random grids into two shares were proposed by Chen et al. in 2008. But when those restored secret images have much distortion, those schemes are almost limited in decoding. In the other words, if there is too much distortion, we can’t encrypt too much information. So, if we can adjust distortion to very small, we can encrypt more secret images. In this paper, four new algorithms which based on Chang et al.’s scheme be held in 2010 are proposed. First algorithm can adjust distortion to very small. Second algorithm distributes the distortion into two restored secret images. Third algorithm achieves no distortion for special secret images. Fourth algorithm encrypts three secret images, which not only retain the advantage of VSS but also improve on the problems of decoding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the development of network technology was very soon. In order to guarantee the secret image that transmits through the network will not be stolen, the secret images must be encrypted, the concept of this process is called secret image encryption. There are many research [9][11] about secret image encryption have been proposed. The studies of visual cryptography (VC) are one of the method of secret image encryption which be proposed by Naor and Shamir [11] in 1995. VC can encrypt a secret image into two shares. The secret information can be decrypted by directly stacking two share images without any computation in computer. However, these methods need to construct codebook and they have problem of pixel expansion. So, many researches began to use the random grid [2-6], [9] and [13] algorithm to encrypt the secret image.

In 1987, Kafri and Keren proposed the encryption of a secret image by random grids. A binary secret image can turn into two meaningless shares by random grids with same size of the original secret image. The decryption process is the same as that of VC. Therefore, more researches used random grids were proposed. Chen et al. [4] (2008) proposed a multi-VSS used random grids which encrypts two secret images into two shares. However, Chen et al.’s scheme has the restriction on distortion when decrypting. So, Chang et al. [2] (2010) proposed another multi-VSS used random grids which not only encryt secret images as Chen et al.’s but also can adjust distortion with users. But this scheme still has sensibly distortion. Moreover, these multi-VSS scheme cannot encrypt more than two secret images.

In 2010, Chen et al. [8] proposed a method which can encrypt more than two secret images, but this method also has sensibly distortion.

Hence, this paper proposes three algorithms by shifting random grids at first. The first algorithm can adjust distortion to very small. Second algorithm can distribute the distortion over two restored secret images. Third algorithm can achieve no distortion for special secret images. Secondly, this paper proposes a scheme to encrypt three secret images into two shares. This scheme not only kept the advantage of the proposed scheme by Chang et al. but also improve on the problems of decoding.

II. RELATED WORK

First of all, Table I defines all results when overlapping any two pixels, where 1 represent black, 0 represent white pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r_1$</th>
<th>$r_2$</th>
<th>$r_1 \oplus r_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1987, Kafri and Keren define the random grid of each pixel is only classified into transparent (white) or opaque (black) [9]. And each pixel is generated by the random number, so the amount of the transparent and opaque pixels is equal. Therefore the average light transmission ($T$) of a random grid is $1/2$. In which light transmission is defined as the percentage of incident light that passes through an image, that is the number of white pixels over all pixels of an image. Kafri et al. propose three different algorithms to encrypt a binary secret image. The input of the algorithm is the image $B$ which want to encrypt, the output are two random grids, $R_1$ and $R_2$. The following are these three algorithms in [9]:

**Algorithm 1:**

Generate a $w \times h$ random grid $R_1$: $T(R_1) = 1/2$

for ($i = 0; i < w; i++$)

for ($j = 0; j < h; j++$)

if ($B[i][j] == 0$)

$R_1[i][j] = R_1[i][j]$;

else

$R_2[i][j] = R_1[i][j]$;

output ($R_1$, $R_2$)

**Algorithm 2:**

Generate a $w \times h$ random grid $R_1$: $T(R_1) = 1/2$

for ($i = 0; i < w; i++$)

for ($j = 0; j < h; j++$)

if ($B[i][j] == 0$)

$R_1[i][j] = R_1[i][j]$;

else

$R_1[i][j] = \text{random}(0, 1)$;

output ($R_1$, $R_2$)
Algorithm 3:
Generate a \( w \times h \) random grid \( R_1 \) such that \( (R_1) = \frac{1}{2} \)
for (\( i = 0 \); \( i < w \); \( i + + \))
for (\( j = 0 \); \( j < h \); \( j + + \))
if (\( B[i][j] == 0 \))
\( R_1[i][j] = \text{random}(0, 1) \);
else
\( R_1[i][j] = R_1[i][j] \);
output \( R_1, R_2 \).

Next, this paper discusses Chang et al.'s Algorithms 4 that be held in 2010 [2]. In order to explain clearly, this paper gives an example by using the Algorithm 1 to carry out the encryption in the proposed scheme. Also, we can use Algorithm 2 and 3 substituted for Algorithm 1. The inputs of Algorithms 4 are two images \( S_a, S_b \) which want to be encrypted, and the output of Algorithms 4 are two encrypted images \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \).

Subsequently, some definitions in Chang et al.'s algorithm will be defined as follows.

Definition 1: \( f_{\text{ESP}}(\cdot) \): \( Y \leftarrow f_{\text{ESP}}(X) \) is the output of the function \( f_{\text{ESP}}(\cdot) \) with the inputs \( X \), where \( f_{\text{ESP}}(\cdot) \) is the isomorphism among a pixel of \( X \).

Definition 2: \( f_{\text{ROC}}(\cdot) \): \( Y \leftarrow f_{\text{ROC}}(X) \). \( Y \) is the outputs of the function \( f_{\text{ROC}}(\cdot) \) with the inputs \( X \), where \( f_{\text{ROC}}(\cdot) \) is one of the three random grids algorithm in [8] which inputs a pixel of the secret image, then outputs two cipher-pixels for two shares.

Definition 3: \( f_{\text{RAC}}(\cdot) \): \( Z \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(X, Y) \). \( Z \) is the outputs of the function \( f_{\text{RAC}}(\cdot) \) with the inputs \( X \) and \( Y \), where \( f_{\text{RAC}}(\cdot) \) is the function according to \( f_{\text{ROC}}(\cdot) \) (as in Definition 2) which inputs a cipher-pixel of one share \( Y \) and a pixel of the secret image \( X \), then outputs the other cipher-pixel.

As stated above, Chang et al. propose an algorithm that encrypts two images simultaneously to obtain two shares of confidential images, when superimpose directly can obtain the first secret image. The second segment will move horizontally and then superimpose the first fragment, will receive the second secret image. The following is the method that the second share moves horizontally 1/4 width when restored the second image. The idea of that scheme is presented in Figure 1.

Algorithm 4:
Step 1: \( S_1(i, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{ESP}}(S_a) \).
Step 2: \( G_1(i, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{ROC}}(S_1(i, j)) \).
Step 3: \( G_2(i + m/4, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i, j), G_1(i, j)) \).
Step 4: \( G_1(i + m/4, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i + m/4, j), G_2(i + m/4, j)) \).
Step 5: \( G_2(i + m/2, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i + m/2, j), G_1(i + m/2, j)) \).
Step 6: \( G_1(i + m/2, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i + m/2, j), G_2(i + m/2, j)) \).
Step 7: \( G_2(i + 3m/4, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i + 3m/4, j), G_1(i + m/2, j)) \).
Step 8: \( G_1(i + 3m/4, j) \leftarrow f_{\text{RAC}}(S_1(i + 3m/4, j), G_2(i + 3m/4, j)) \).
Step 9: Repeating Step 1 to 8 until all the cipher-pixels of two cipher-grids are generated.

III. MAIN RESULT

In Section A, this paper proposes three algorithms which are based on Algorithm 4 also can encrypt two secret images into two shares. The Algorithm 5 can reduce the distortion to 1/p. And Algorithm 6 let distortion distribute over two restored secret images. Algorithm 7 does even achieve no distortion.

In Section B, this paper proposes a new scheme to encrypt three secret images into two shares, which also can adjust distortion. So, we can get the other algorithms Algorithm 8.

A. Encrypted two secret images
i. Encryption phase
According to the proposed method, the distortion 1/4 can be reduced to smaller. The distortion of the second restored image can be chose by users. The amount of distortion is related to the degree of moving when we restored the second image. For example, if the distortion was 1/4, we can set the degree of moving to be quarter, half or three quarters of the width of the second share.
For the same reason, if we want to reduce the distortion to 1/10, we can set the degree of moving to be $p$ tenth, for $p = 1, 2, \ldots, 9$. This way can get more clearly restored secret image.

The inputs of the Algorithm 5 are two images $S_A, S_B$ with the size of $m \times m$ be encrypted into two share images $G_1$ and $G_2$ with the size of $m \times m$ without any pixel expansion. And the input $p$ is the degree of we want to move. That is to say, we can reduce the distortion to $1/p$. The idea has been stated in [2], here we give the detail of the algorithm as follows:

Procedure URG $(S_A(i,j), S_B(i,j), p)$

\[ G_1(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A(i,j)) \]

int $a = 0, b = 1$;

for (int $i = 3; i < p \times 2; i++)$

if ($i \% 2 == 1$)

\[ G_2((i + m*b/p), j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + m*a/p), j), G_1((i + m*a/p), j)) \]

else

\[ G_2((i + m*b/p), j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + m*b/p), j), G_2((i + m*b/p), j)) \]

$a++;$

$b++;$

Algorithm 5:

Repeat

\[ S_A(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A) \]

Procedure URG $(S_A(i,j), S_B(i,j), p)$

Until all the cipher-pixels of two cipher-grids are generated

Next, Algorithm 6 make that distortion be distributed over two restored secret images as following:

Algorithm 6:

Repeat

Randomly select $A' = A$ or $B, B' = (A, B) \setminus \{A'\}$

\[ S_A(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_B) \]

Procedure URG $(S_A(i,j), S_B(i,j), p)$

Until all the cipher-pixels of two cipher-grids are generated

Algorithm 7 does even achieve no distortion for special secret images. The $1/p$ segment of the second secret image is meaningless, so we don’t select that segment for encryption. The detail of the algorithm as following:

Algorithm 7:

for ($i = 0; i < w; i++)$

for ($j = 0; j < h; j++)$

\[ G_1(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A(i,j)) \]

int $a = 0, b = 1$;

for (int $i = 3; i < p \times 2 - 1; i++)$

if ($i \% 2 == 1$)

\[ G_2((i + m*b/p), j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + m*a/p), j), G_1((i + m*a/p), j)) \]

else

\[ G_2((i + m*b/p), j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_B((i + m*b/p), j), G_2((i + m*b/p), j)) \]

$a++;$

$b++;$

ii. Decryption phase

Upon collecting these two cipher-grids $G_1$ and $G_2$, the users can easily restore the first secret image $S_A$ by directly superposing $G_1$ and $G_2$. The second secret image $S_B$ can be restored by superposing $G_1$ and $G_2$, where $G_3$ is obtained from $G_1$ by moving horizontally $m/p$ width.

B. Encrypt three secret images

i. Encryption phase

From the idea of above subsection, we can propose a new secret sharing scheme by random grids which can encrypt three secret images. The following is the method that the second share moves horizontally $1/10$ width when restored the second image. And the second share moves horizontally $1/5$ width width when restored the third image. The details of the encryption processes are illustrated as follows.

The inputs of Algorithms 8 are three images $S_A, S_B$ and $S_C$ which want to be encrypted, and the output of Algorithms 8 are two encrypted images $G_1$ and $G_2$.

Algorithm 8:

Step 1: $S_A(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A)$.

Step 2: $G_1(i,j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A(i,j))$.

Step 3: $G_2((i + m/10), j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_B(i,j), G_1(i,j))$.

Step 4: $G_3(i + m/5, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C(i,j), G_1(i,j))$.

Step 5: $G_1(i + m/10, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A(i + m/10, j), G_2(i + m/10, j))$.

Step 6: $G_1((i + 9m/10, j)) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + 9m/10, j), G_2(i,j))$.

Step 7: $G_2((i + 2m/5, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C(i + m/5, j), G_1(i + m/5, j))$.

Step 8: $G_3((i + 2m/5, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C((i + 2m/5, j), G_1(i + 2m/5, j))$.

Step 9: $G_3((i + 3m/10, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C((i + 3m/10, j), G_2(i + 3m/5, j))$.

Step 10: $G_2((i + 3m/10, j)) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C((i + 3m/10, j), G_1(i + m/10, j))$.

Step 11: $G_2((i + 9m/10, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + 9m/10, j), G_1(i + 9m/10, j))$.

Step 12: $G_3((i + m/2)) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_B((i + m/2), j), G_1(i + m/2, j))$.

Step 13: $G_3((i + 3m/5, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_A((i + 2m/5, j), G_1(i + 2m/5, j))$.

Step 14: $G_3((i + m/2, j) \leftarrow f_{hG}(S_C((i + m/2, j), G_1(i + m/2, j))$. 
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Step 15: $G_1(i + 4m/5, j) \leftarrow \overline{f}_{K_0}(S_d(i + 4m/5, j), G_2(i + 9m/10, j))$.
Step 16: $G_2(i + 7m/10, j) \leftarrow \overline{f}_{K_0}(S_c(i + m/2, j), G_1(i + m/2, j))$.
Step 17: $G_1(i + 7m/10, j) \leftarrow \overline{f}_{K_0}(S_d(i + 7m/10, j), G_2(i + 7m/10, j))$.
Step 18: $G_3(i + 3m/5, j) \leftarrow \overline{f}_{K_0}(S_c(i + 3m/5, j), G_3(i + 4m/5, j))$.
Step 20: Repeating Step 1 to 19 until all the cipher-pixels of two cipher-grids are generated.

ii. Decryption phase

Upon collecting these two cipher-grids $G_1$ and $G_2$, the users can easily restore the first secret image $S_d$ by directly superposing $G_1$ and $G_2$. The second secret image $S_c$ can be restored by superposing $G_1$ and $G_3$, where $G_1$ is obtained from $G_1$ by moving horizontally 1/10 width. The third secret image $S_c$ can obtain by superposing $G_1$ and $G_3$, where $G_1$ is obtained from $G_1$ by moving horizontally 1/5 width.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present some results to show that the distortion of the restored images can be reduced as one want, which is better than Chen et al.’s scheme [4]. And we also present the three-secret image sharing scheme by shifting random grids.

A. Encrypt two secret images

Simulation 1: Execute Algorithm 5

The input images are binary secrets, moving horizontally by 1/p width can recover the second image. Take $p = 10$ for example as following:

Two secret images $S_d$ and $S_c$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ are stored some simple English alphabets, Figure 2(a) and 2(b), which are encrypted into two cipher-grids shares $G_1$ and $G_2$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ as shown in Figure 2(c) and 2(d). The first secret image $S_d$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ is decrypted by superposing $G_1$ with $G_2$ directly as shown in Figure 2(e). Upon moving 1/4 width for $G_2$ horizontally, the second secret image $S_c$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ is decrypted by superposing $G_1$ and the moved $G_2$, as shown in Figure 2(f).

Simulation 2: Execute Algorithm 6

The input images are binary secrets, moving horizontally 1/50 width can recover the second image and the distortion can be spread for all restored images.

Simulation 3: Execute Algorithm 7

Fig. 2 Results of Simulation 1: (a) the first secret image $S_d$, (b) the second secret image $S_c$, (c) share $G_1$, (d) share $G_2$, (e) the first restored secret $S_d$, (f) the second restored secret $S_c$.

The input images are binary secrets, moving horizontally 1/50 width can recover the second image with no any distortion for special secret images.
Likewise, Simulation 2 and 3 show the cases of moving horizontally by 1/50 width when restore the second secret image. The experimental results are given in Figure 3 and 4, respectively.

![Simulation 2 and 3 results](image)

**Fig. 3** Results of Simulation 2: the first secret image $S_x$ is the same as Simulation 1, the second secret image $S_y$ is the same as Simulation 1, (a) share $G_1$, (b) share $G_2$, (c) the first restored secret $S_x$, (d) the second restored secret $S_y$.

![Simulation 3 results](image)

**Fig. 4** Results of Simulation 3: (a) the first secret image $S_x$, (b) the first restored secret $S_x$, (c) the second secret image $S_y$, (d) the second restored secret $S_y$.

**B. Encrypt three secret images**

*Simulation 4:* Execute Algorithm 8

The input images are binary secrets, moving horizontally by 1/10 width can recover the second image, moving horizontally by 1/5 width can recover the third image.

Two secret images $S_x$ and $S_y$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ are stored some simple English alphabets, Figure 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c), which are encrypted into two cipher-grids shares $G_1$ and $G_2$ with the size of $400 \times 300$ as shown in Figure 5(d) and 5(e).
At first, the first algorithm can adjust distortion to very small.
And the second algorithm can distribute the distortion over two
restored secret images. The third algorithm can achieve no
distortion for special secret images. These three algorithms not
only retain the advantage of VSS but also improve on the
problems of decoding.

Secondly, we propose a visual secret sharing scheme uses
random grids which can encrypt three secret images at once
into two shares. When restored the secret images, first secret
image can be got by overlap these two shares directly, while the
second and the third secret image can be got by overlap the first
share with the shifted second share, where shift means moving
horizontally. The simulate results of superposing these two
shares are displaying on the computer.

Compared with the traditional VSS methods such as VC and
random grids, the proposed scheme needs not to redesign any
codebook and without any pixel expansion. Moreover, the
proposed scheme can carry more information than traditional
VSS schemes and saves the cost of transmission bandwidth and
storage. Compared with Chen et al.’s scheme in 2010 for
encrypting three secret images, this proposed scheme can
reduce the distortion too very small.

Compared with the VSS methods which are proposed by
Chang-Chou Lin and Wen-Hsiang Tsai in 2002. This scheme
used image processing to transform gray-level images into an
approximate binary image, but when encrypting the secret
images, it has a problem which is pixel expansion.

In the near future, we will try to encrypt n secret images into
two shares by using the idea of the proposed Algorithm 5 to
Algorithm 8 for any positive integer n. Hence, the proposed
scheme can be widely applied.
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